The following existing courses are requesting approval to be offered via Distance Education Delivery:

1. COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

   A. Department of Anthropology
      ANTH 327  Prehistoric Civilizations of the New World. [=LASP 325] (3)

   B. Department of Biological Sciences
      BIOL 243  Human Anatomy and Physiology I. (3)

   C. Department of English Language and Literature
      ENGL 101  Critical Reading and Composition. (3)

   D. Department of History
      HIST 101  European Civilization to 17th C. (3)
      HIST 478  Material Culture in the Digital Age. (3)

   E. Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
      CLAS 220  Introduction to Classical Mythology. (3)

   F. Latin American Studies Program
      LASP 325  Prehistoric Civilizations of the New World. [=ANTH 327] (3)

2. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

   A. Department of Instruction and Teacher Education
      EDRD 430  Elementary Literacy Instruction I. (6)
      EDRD 431  Reading Assessment. (3)

3. COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY, RETAIL, AND SPORT MANAGEMENT

   A. Department of Hotel Restaurant and Tourism
      HRTM 470  Current Issues in Nutrition. (3)

4. COLLEGE OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION STUDIES

   School of Library and Information Science
   SLIS 310  Research Methods in Information Science. (3)
   SLIS 330  Management Within Information Environments. (3)
5. SCHOOL OF MUSIC

MUSC 100L   Recital Class Laboratory. (1)

6. COLLEGE OF NURSING

NURS 250   Nursing Science in Professional Practice. (3)
NURS 309   Nursing Health Assessment. (3)
NURS 318   Application of Pathophysiology and Pharmacology in Nursing. (3)
NURS 420   Emerging Issues in Nursing Practice. (3)

7. OTHER UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT COURSES AND PROGRAMS

Genetic Counseling (HGEN)
HGEN 400   Genetic Counseling: Career for the Future. (1)